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Our actions are falling short of our ambitions… 

Source: https://www.thequint.com/videos/news-videos/blah-blah-blah-greta-thunberg-slams-global-leaders-for-inaction-on-climate-change



Our key heuristics

Spreading important 
ideas

(Achieving lift-off)

Changing people’s 
behavior

(Achieving orbit)



The guiding heuristic:

Simple clear messages, 
repeated often, 

by a variety of trusted 
and caring voices.

Spreading important 
ideas

(Achieving lift-off)



Changing people’s 
behavior

The guiding heuristic:

Do everything possible to 
make the behavior you 
are promoting:
• Easy
• Fun &
• Popular



System 1: The
experiential system

System 2: The
analytic system
Based on logic, evidence, 

and mental effort
“Experiencing is believing.”

Effortless.

numbers
words 
logic 

Our brains process risk information 
in two ways

vivid pallid

Thinking Fast Thinking Slow



Heuristics or mental short cuts

Image source: https://www.socialtalent.com/blog/recruitment/20-cognitive-biases-that-screw-up-your-decisions-infographic



#1 Simple, clear messages

1. The less you say, the more you are heard

2. Say the things that have the most value (in achieving your communication 
objective)

3. Use audience research to determine which messages & which audiences have 
most value



• It’s real
• It’s human-caused
• It harms people
• It’s solvable

Support for
Societal 

Response

Support for
Climate
Policies

Five key beliefs about climate change contribute to 
a range of helpful attitudes and actions

Sources: Ding-Ding et al., 2012; Lewandowsky et al., 2012; Roser-Renouf et al., 2014; Krosnick et al., 2006

Political &
Consumer
Activism

Experts agree:
human-caused 

climate change is 
happening {

The “big five” key beliefs



Climate change: 
• It’s real
• It’s us (human-caused)
• Experts agree
• It’s bad (harmful to humans)
• There’s hope (it’s solvable)

More than 97% of climate scientists 
are convinced that human-caused 

climate change is happening.

What should health professionals communicate?

To shape the “Big 5” beliefs, use the “Key 3” messages 
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Polluted air, polluted water & climate 
change are hurting our health, badly, 

and it’s going to get much worse if 
we don’t take actions to protect 

ourselves.
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reduce energy waste; use and/or 
support clean energy.
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#2 Repeat often, repeat often, repeat often….

…optimal frequency of repetition to be approximately 80 

exposures per month (Marshall & Lu 2022). 



“There is a simple rule: You say it again, and you say it again, and you say it 
again, and you say it again, and you say it again, and then again and again and 
again and again, and about the time that you’re absolutely sick of saying it is 
about the time that your target audience has heard it for the first time.”

– Frank Luntz, GOP message strategist



About “…by a variety of trusted voices.”:

1. Determine who is most trusted (because it may not 
be you).

2. Ask trusted messengers to convey your message, 
and make it easy for them to do so.

3. Ideally, your message(s) should be so simple and 
clear that even members of your target audience 
will start repeating it to their friends, family 
members and colleagues. They are your audiences’ 
most-trusted sources.



To enhance the odds of success, create a team.

Effective public engagement is a 
team sport involving 
collaboration between:
– Content experts
– Social/decision science experts
– Communication experts

Fischhoff, B. (2007) Non-persuasive Communication about Matters of Greatest Urgency: Climate 
Change.  Environmental Science & Technology Online. 41:7204-8.



Remember: There is no such thing as “the public”
Example: Global Warming’s Six Americas

Yale/George Mason, March 2015; N=1,263
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Changing people’s 
behavior

The guiding heuristic:

Do everything possible to 
make the behavior you 
are promoting:
• Easy
• Fun &
• Popular



To make the behavior “easy”:

1. Identify the barriers that impede adoption of the 
behavior.  Do so by asking potential adopters what 
makes it hard for them to perform the behavior.

2. Create programs or resources that lower these barriers

3. Create opportunities to publicly demonstrate (i.e., 
model) the behavior, and its positive outcomes.  This 
will increase potential adopter’s awareness, knowledge, 
sense of self-efficacy, expectations of benefits (i.e., fun).



To make the behavior “fun”:

1. Identify the benefits that potential adopters care 
most about (not the ones you care most about), and
highlight those benefits when marketing the 
behavior.

2. Do everything possible to deliver those benefits 
ASAP upon performance of the behavior. That is, 
provide immediate positive reinforcement for 
adopting the behavior.

3. If possible, actually make the behavior fun. 
Seriously.



To make the behavior “popular”:

1. Shine a light on the “bright spots” – i.e., notable 
people who are already embracing behavior.

2. Identify “opinion leaders” in your target audience.  
Spend whatever time is necessary to win them over 
as your allies; their support is invaluable.

3. As the behavior becomes more normative, take 
every step possible to show members of your target 
audience how popular it is.



An example of making the behavior 
easy, fun and popular:

Developing the Climate Matters program 
to encourage and enable local TV weathercasters 
to report on the local impacts of climate change.



Source: Yale & George Mason (2009) Climate Change in the American Mind 

Why  weathercasters?





Source: Yale & George Mason (2009) Climate Change in the American Mind 



Weathercasters have high trust and unparalleled 
access as climate educators.

And they have great communication skills!



But, in 2009, few weathercasters were educating their 
viewers about climate change. 

So, we developed a program to change their behavior, using the principles
of “make it easy, fun & popular.”



We created a climate communication team.

– Climate change experts

– Social/decision science experts

– TV weathercasters (i.e., 
communication experts)



From prior research, we knew our public target 
audience

Yale/George Mason, March 2015; N=1,263



We found a willing pilot-tester:
Jim Gandy, Chief Meteorologist, 

WLTX (CBS), Columbia, SC



Climate Change Education through TV 
Weathercasts: Results of a Field Experiment

Zhao, Maibach, Gandy, Witte, Cullen, Klinger, et al. (2013) DOI: 10.1175/BAMS-D-12-00144.1

Note: This is not the real journal cover.

“The results of this field 

experiment suggest that 

when TV weathercasters 

educate their viewers about 

climate change, viewers gain 

a more science-based 

understanding of the issue.”  



To make the behavior “easy” for other weathercasters:

1. We asked weathercasters what inhibited them from 
reporting on climate change.  Answer: Lack of time (to 
develop stories), local data, and access to graphics.

2. We developed Climate Matters to lower these 
barriers. Weekly, localized data, graphics and talking 
points.

3. We created opportunities to publicly demonstrate the 
behavior, and its positive outcomes.  Showing Jim 
Gandy (and eventually others) reporting on climate on-
air, and reaping benefits from doing so.



Climate Matters: Localized, broadcast-ready materials that 
arrive participating weathercasters’ email inbox.









Barriers: Lack of: (1) Time; (2) Local data; (3) Graphics
Solution: Make it easy by modeling the behavior



To make the behavior “fun” for other weathercasters:

1. We show them that reporting on climate change will 
advance their careers.

2. We highlight positive feedback by viewers, by the 
news media, and by their peers.

3. In our trainings, we make the behavior fun. 
Seriously.



Jim Gandy, Senior Meteorologist
WLTX, Columbia, SC 

“Chief Meteorologist Jim 
Gandy … is the 2013 recipient 
of the AMS Award For 
Excellence in Science 
Reporting by a Broadcast 
Meteorologist.” 

“Mr. Gandy received the award 
and recognition for pioneering 
efforts to educate viewers about 
climate change and explaining 
how it already affects them.”



Release of the 3rd National Climate Assessment 
White House Rose Garden, May 6th 2014



To make the behavior “popular” with weathercasters:

1. We shine a light on the “bright spots” –
weathercasters who are already reporting on 
climate.

2. We identified “opinion leaders” in the broadcast 
meteorology community, and focus on bringing them 
aboard.

3. Because of Climate Matters, the behavior is 
becoming normative, and we take every opportunity 
to make that clear.



The Climate Matters
national network  

currently has: 

313 weathercasters (36 in Spanish)
202 local stations (plus 14 national channels) 

111 markets

…and is rapidly growing!

Status report



Remember, and use, 
these two guiding heuristics

To spread 
important ideas:

Simple clear messages,
repeated often,
by a variety of 
trusted voices

To change people’s 
behavior:

Make the behavior 
easy, fun & popular


